DTIS: Destination Traffic Based Input Selection Strategy Based on Traffic Pattern for Network-on-Chip Systems
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Abstract—An input selection strategy is an important part of a router that is done by an arbitration process. When an output channel is requested by two or more input channels simultaneously, the best input channel will be selected by the input selection strategy. This research presents a new input selection strategy called DTIS (Destination Traffic based Input Selection). The DTIS uses local and non-local congestion information on the path to distribute traffic more evenly over the network. Also, a global congestion aware method called DCA is used to give priority to an input channel according to the destination. The simulation results prove that DTIS improves the average latency and throughput for various synthetic and real traffic patterns with acceptable overhead in terms of area consumption. The simulation results show the average delay improvements of DTIS to the CAIS and Round Robin strategies are 26% and 77%, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The network on chip (NoC) represents a flexible and scalable solution for designing the parallel and chip multiprocessor systems. Energy consumption, latency and throughput are the limiting factors that influence performance and efficiency of the NoC systems design [1-2]. The input selection strategies are one of the critical design issues that influence the packet latency and throughput of the network. When two or more input channels request an output channel simultaneously, an arbitration process is used for resolving conflicts between them. The arbiter gives priority to an input channel to get access to the output channel by using an input selection strategy [3]. This paper presents a new simple and efficient input selection strategy based on network traffic pattern for NoC systems. Also, in the proposed input selection strategy a global congestion aware method called DCA is used to give priority to an input channel according to the destination nodes. The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) Introducing a new complex arbiter scheme based on the network traffic. The proposed input selection strategy uses a hybrid arbitration scheme. When the traffic on the network is low the round-robin (RR) algorithm is used as a simple arbiter and when the
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traffic is high a new complex arbiter is used to manage the traffic distribution.

2) Introducing a new priority scheme based on the traffic pattern and also to provide quality of service requirements.

3) Distributing the packets along the network by using a global congestion aware method called DCA based on destination node. In fact, the proposed input selection strategy can improve the network performance by routing the packets through the non-congested paths.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a review of related works and various input selection strategies. In sections III, the proposed input selection strategy is introduced. Section IV presents the proposed complex arbiter. Section V presents proposed input selection pseudo code. Section VI presents the simulation environment, traffic scenarios, evaluation metrics, experimental results, and performance evaluation of the proposed input selection strategy. Section VII presents the area overhead. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

The input selection is an important part of the router architecture that influences the distribution of traffic over the network. Choosing an input selection strategy can affect the average packets delay and performance of the network. The input selection is done by an arbitration process according to a fixed-priority or a variable priority strategy [4-5]. In a fixed-priority strategy, when there are multiple input port requests for the same output port, the arbiter uses a fixed-priority policy to grant access to one input port. A fixed-priority strategy is not fair to all input channels and it has a low performance under high load condition of the network. In variable priority strategies, the arbiter would grant access to the input port request which has the highest priority level [5]. The variable priority input selection strategies also can be classified into oblivious and congestion-aware [6]. The oblivious input selection strategies do not consider the network status. A congestion-aware input selection strategy selects an input channel based on the network congestion information. The following subsections present different types of variable priority input selection strategies.

A. Oblivious input selection strategies

The oblivious input selection strategies do not consider the network status. For example, in FCFS (First Come First Served), an input channel which requested earliest has a higher priority and can access to the output channel [5]. The random input selection function randomly chooses an input channel from candidate channels [7]. A round robin arbiter by providing an equal chance to access an output port provides a high degree of fairness among the input ports in a cyclic order [8][9]. The implementation of oblivious input selection strategies is simple, but for time-variant and non-uniform traffic pattern they cannot balance the traffic load over the network and degrades the overall network performance [10].

B. Congestion-aware input selection strategies

A congestion-aware input selection strategy selects an input channel based on the network congestion information. For example, the contention-aware input selection (CAIS) is a variable priority congestion-aware strategy that uses the CL (Contention Level) parameter to give priority to an input channel. CL parameter is the number of requests for output port from input ports of the current router that will be sent to a downstream router. The CAIS requires to compute and send CL by extra wires from the output channel to the input port of a downstream router. Actually, CAIS grants busier input channel higher priority to access the output channel [11]. The CARS input selection strategy uses a priority arbiter which depends on the congestion status of the upstream routers. In CARS, the access is given to the input channel that shows the most congested status (Cs) [12]. GLB (Global Load Balancing) uses the global congestion information as a metric in arbitration in order to reduce the network congestion [13]. The ISF is an input selection strategy for virtual-channel based NoCs. The ISF selects one input channel that has the largest free buffers in the downstream virtual channel [14]. In PBWR [15], a position-based weighted round-robin arbitration strategy is presented for providing equality of service (EoS) [16]. EoS is a subset of quality of service (QoS) to provide equal service to every flow in the network. Also, AWRR is an adaptive version of PBWR that is presented in [17]. In PDVA, a probabilistic distance-based arbitration [18] is proposed as an approximation of the age-based arbitration [19].

This paper focuses on the congestion-aware input selection strategies and it presents a new simple and efficient input selection strategy. The proposed input selection strategy uses a hybrid arbitration scheme and it uses local and non-local information based on traffic pattern to give priority to an input channel.

III. PROPOSED INPUT SELECTION STRATEGY

When network congestion is high, if input channels requests are prioritized based on network congestion conditions, this can lead to a more uniform distribution of traffic over the network. By doing this, an arbiter becomes more complex and it will increase the hardware overhead and power consumption. On the other hand, an input selection strategy should be simple and fast and not delay the arbitration. A complex arbiter, is a slow arbiter, but it is aware of the congestion, and a simple arbiter is faster. Therefore, there is a trade-off between selecting a complex arbiter and a simple arbiter. The proposed input selection strategy uses a hybrid arbitration scheme that it is a combination of a simple arbiter and a complex arbiter. The structure of the proposed input selection strategy is illustrated in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, the simple arbiter is used when the network load is low and when the network load is high, a complex arbiter is used to distribute the traffic more evenly. To determine the amount of network load, the number of occupied input buffer slots is sequentially checked, and if more than half of the buffer slots are empty, the network is in the low load state and otherwise in the high load state. By doing this, the arbitration will switch between a simple and a complex arbitration based on network load. In the proposed input selection strategy, a round-robin arbiter will be used in the low load and a complex proposed arbiter in the high load. In this study, the name of the proposed input selection strategy is named DTIS (Destination Traffic based Input Selection).

IV. PROPOSED COMPLEX ARBITER

In the proposed input selection strategy, the complex arbiter gives a score to each input channel. An input channel that has a higher score wins the competition. This score helps to find a path that has the lower congestion between the current and destination nodes. Each input channel score can be computed as:

$$\text{Score} = \text{Occupy_Slots_Score} + \text{DCA_Score} + \text{Priority_Score} + \text{AGE_Score}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The complex arbiter in the proposed input selection strategy (DTIS) selects an input channel with the higher channel congestions level (Occupy_Slots_Score). DTIS uses a new global congestion aware scheme based on destination node called DCA method (DCA_Score) [20]. Also, it presents a new priority scheme based on the traffic pattern to provide quality of service requirements (Priority_Score). To reduce the starvation, DTIS uses an AGE parameter and each input channel can win the competition, according to this parameter (AGE_Score).

A. Occupy slots score parameter

According to the analysis which is presented in [21], the channel congestion level of an input buffer can affect the amount of delay that a packet experiences in the network. When an input buffer cannot hold the newly arrived packets because of exceeding the input buffer space, then the channel congestion will occur. The channel congestion includes two main delays: The buffer shift time ($T_{\text{Shift}}$) and the buffer transfer time ($T_{\text{Transfer}}$). $T_{\text{Transfer}}$ is a constant delay that happens when a flit transfers through an upstream router to an input buffer of a downstream router. $T_{\text{Shift}}$ is a time duration that an incoming flit experiences during its shifts from the current position to the front position in an input buffer [22]. The congestion level of a channel ($CL_{\text{Channel}}$) can be written as follows:

$$CL_{\text{Channel}} = T_{\text{Transfer}} + T_{\text{Shift}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

If all routers of the network have a same architecture, then they have the same buffer architecture. Therefore, $T_{\text{Transfer}}$ remains unchanged for all routers and the congestion level of a channel can be written as

$$CL_{\text{Channel}} = T_{\text{Shift}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$T_{\text{Shift}}$ depends on the number of occupied input buffer slots ($n_{\text{Occupied}}$) and the router service time ($T_{\text{RouterService}}$). Therefore, the congestion level of a channel can be written as:

$$CL_{\text{Channel}} = T_{\text{Shift}} = n_{\text{Occupied}} \times T_{\text{RouterService}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$T_{\text{RouterService}}$ is a duration time that a router performs the routing and arbitration processes. If all network's routers have a same architecture, then $T_{\text{RouterService}}$ will be a constant time when there is no contention between the input ports of a router. Therefore, the $CL_{\text{Channel}}$ can be written as:

$$CL_{\text{Channel}} = n_{\text{Occupied}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In other words, the number of occupied input buffer slots can show the congestion level of a channel. The complex arbiter in the proposed input selection strategy uses the $Occupy_{\text{Slots_Score}}$ parameter to give higher priority to an input channel that has more channel congestion. The $Occupy_{\text{Slots_Score}}$ value of an input channel is the number of occupied slots in an input buffer of a router.

B. DCA score parameter

The DCA (Destination Congestion Awareness) is a method to distribute traffic more equally over the network based on the packet destination address [20]. The DCA by using only local information, without using any additional wires, tries to send flits to the destination nodes and helps to distribute traffic more evenly over the network. As Figure 2 shows, in DCA the network is divided into four regions (East-North, West-North, West-South, and East-South). Also, each region is divided to three parts (bottom, middle, and top). The DCA method counts the sent flits from the current node to a destination node which is located at one of the related regions and parts. For example, if the routing algorithm selects the East channel as output for the current header flits and its destination is located at the East-North region, then the one of the East-North.bottom or East-North.middle, or East-North.top values for the current node will be updated according to the destination related part. Contrary, if the routing algorithm selects the North Channel as output for the current header flits and its destination is located at the North-East region, then the one of the North-East.bottom or North-East.middle, or North-East.top values for the current node will be updated according to the destination related part. Further details of the DCA method are presented in our previous research [20].

Fig. 3 shows the DCA method motivation which is used in our proposed input selection strategy. Suppose...
that the current node is located at (3, 3) and it wants to grant access to one of the two requests from west and south input ports. West input request from node (2, 3) wants to use east output channel of the current node and goes to the destination node that is located at (7, 5). Also, south input request from node (3, 4) wants to use east output channel of the current node and goes to the destination node that is located at (6, 2).

The motivation of the DCA method is to choose an input channel with the lower previously sent flits through the current router and from the corresponding output channel to the destination node. Hence, according to the Fig. 3, the DCA method compares the value of the East-South.top (for node (7, 5)) with the value of the East-North.bottom (for node (6, 2)) with the lower previously sent flits to a destination has a bigger score. Further detail of the score computation of DCA method is presented in our previous research [20].

C. Priority score parameter

A traffic pattern can affect the network performance and it determines how data is sent and received over the network. In fact, a traffic pattern affects how the router's input buffers are occupied.

The results of multiple simulations for different traffic patterns were evaluated. The results of multiple simulations for different traffic patterns showed, by giving priority to the changes in the number of occupied slots of an input buffer in the current and previous cycles and selecting an input channel according to these priorities, the average latency of the packets was improved. For this purpose, in the proposed input selection strategy, the numbers of occupied slots of an input buffer in the current and previous cycles are considered as two parameters called NEW and OLD, respectively. In the proposed strategy, we used values of 1, -1, and 0 for NEW and OLD parameters to indicate states of increasing, decreasing, and unchanged of an input buffer, respectively.

Table 1 shows the possible values of OLD and NEW parameters for the current and previous cycles. Also, for different traffic patterns, multiple simulations were performed and priorities were determined based on the network improvement results according to the
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values of the NEW and OLD parameters for each input buffer.

Table 2 shows the priority values for uniform and transport traffic patterns according to the OLD and NEW parameters. Note that the values in Table 2 may be different for various traffic patterns. The proposed input selection strategy uses these priorities as Priority_Score.

For example (last row of the Table 2), giving priority to an input buffer that the number of occupied slots in the current and previous cycles was decreased (OLD = -1, NEW = -1), will reduce the average packet latency in the uniform traffic pattern. The priority values will be obtained by an offline process (multiple simulations) and they will be used at the runtime. Hence, the proposed input selection strategy is a fast input selection strategy and has an acceptable implementation overhead. The priority values of input buffers in Table 2 show the impact of OLD and NEW parameters in the packet average latency reduction (zero values mean no effect, higher values mean higher impact, and lower values mean lower impact). Also, in proposed input selection strategy, the priority values can be used to provide quality of service requirements. For example, in some applications, it is useful to divide network traffic into a number of classes and different classes of packets may have different levels of importance. By giving more priority to these classes of packets, they will take more priority over the other packets. These quality of service priorities can be added to the priority values in Table 2.

### D. AGE score parameter

In input selection strategies starvation is generally a result of unfair arbitration. Actually, the starvation is a situation that an input channel cannot access to an output channel because other input channels have higher priority. To avoid starvation, the complex arbiter in the proposed input selection strategy uses a parameter called AGE. In other words, each input channel has an AGE parameter, and when it wins competition with other input channels, the value of the AGE will be set to 0, otherwise the value of the AGE parameter will be increased one unit. Actually, proposed input selection strategy with the AGE_Score parameter increases the score of an input channel that could not access to an output channel and give it a chance to win the competition at the next cycles.

### E. Proposed complex arbiter structure

Fig. 4 shows the proposed complex arbiter structure. As shown in Fig. 4, the "Priority Score Compute Unit" calculates the Priority_ScoreS based on the OLD and NEW values at each instant, based on the type of the traffic and previously calculated priority table. In the "DCA Score Compute Unit", front header flits from each input buffer are received as inputs, and DCA_Scores according to the destination address information of these flits and the history data stored in the router registers will be computed for each input channel. The "AGE Compute Unit" updates the ages based on the failed requests and the received service request and calculates the AGE_Scores. Also, the number of occupied input buffer slots is used as the Ocuppy_Slots_Score for each input channel. Finally, using the equation (1), the sum of all scores associated with each input channel is calculated. At last, an input channel with the higher score is sent to the output as the winner of the competition (Selected_channel).

### V. PROPOSED INPUT SELECTION PSEUDO CODE

Fig. 5 shows the pseudo code of the proposed input selection strategy. The input parameters are the set of available input channels (Available_input_channels), the previously computed priority of input channels based on the type of traffic pattern (Priority_Table), the current router address, and the last selected input channel (last_selected_channel). In pseudo-code, the input buffers information such as AGE, OLD, NEW and the free slots are internal properties and they are in the "Buffers" variable of each router. The output parameter is the best channel that is chosen by the proposed input selection strategy (Selected_channel). At first, the amount of network load is computed from the number of occupied slots of input buffers (line 2). If more than half of the buffer slots are empty (Threshold), then the network is in the low load state and a round-robin arbiter will be used (lines 4 and 5). Otherwise, the complex proposed arbiter will be used in the high load (line 6). In this case, at first, the scores array is set to zero and for each available input channel Ocuppy_slot_score, Priority_score, and DCA_score will be computed (lines 7 to 13). Finally, the score of each available input channel is computed according to the sum of the Ocuppy_slot_score, Priority_score, AGE_score, and DCA_score (line 14). The best input channel, is selected by the maximum value of the scores array values and it will be sent to the output by the Selected_channel (line 16). At final, age values of all input channels will be updated (lines 18 to 22).

### VI. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

For evaluating the DTIS input selection strategy, we modified an open source SystemC based simulator named Noxim [23]. The environment of the simulation uses a 10x10 mesh network topology. The wormhole switching [24] and the odd-even algorithm [25] are used as switching and routing strategies, respectively. In our simulation each input channel has a four flits length FIFO buffer and each packet consists of eight flits. We run the simulation for 200,000 cycles and the first 20,000 cycles is considered as warm up duration. For increasing the accuracy of the evaluations, we repeated all simulations ten times and then used the averaged results.

### A. Traffic scenarios

We used both synthetic and real traffic pattern scenarios to evaluate the DTIS input selection strategy. Under random traffic scenario, the pattern of the traffic is uniform and a node sends data to the other nodes randomly with the same probability. In the transpose traffic pattern, if i and j are the number of the column and row of a node that is located at (i, j), this node only sends its flits to a node that is located at (n-i-j, m-l-i) on the network, where n and m are the number of columns and rows in a mesh network, respectively.
Under the hotspot traffic pattern, we send 10% more traffic than regular random pattern to a node that is located at (5, 5). For evaluating the real traffic scenario, we used the MPEG4 communication system traffic pattern [24].

Figure 4. Proposed complex arbiter structure.

```plaintext
01: DTIS_input_selection (in : Available_input_channels, Priority_Table, current, last_selected_channel; Out: Selected_channel) {
02: Load_Level = get_buffer_occupy_level (Buffers);
03: Threshold = (buffer_depth * (input_channel_numbers))/2; // 50 Percent of the buffer slots are occupied.
04: if (Load_Level <= Threshold) { // use round robin as simple arbiter
05:    Selected_channel = Round_Robin (Available_input_channels, last_selected_channel);
06: } else { // use proposed algorithm as complex arbiter
07:    Scores [Available_input_channels] = 0;
08:    for each Ci ∈ Available_input_channels {
09:        Occupyslot_score = Max_buffer_length − Buffers [Ci].Free_slots;
10:        Priority_score = Priority_Table [Buffers [Ci].old] [Buffers [Ci].new];
11:        AGE_score = Buffers [Ci].AGE;
12:        destination = getDestination (Buffers [Ci].getFrontFlit ());
13:        DCA_score = DCA_get_score (Ci, current, destination);
14:        Scores [Ci] = Occupyslot_score + Priority_score + AGE_score + DCA_score;
15:    }
16:    Selected_channel = Max (Scores [Available_input_channels]);
17: } // updates AGES
18: for each Ci ∈ Available_input_channels {
19:    if (Ci == Selected_channel) {
20:        Buffers [Ci].AGE = 0;
21:    } else Buffers [Ci].AGE++;
22: }
23: }
```

Figure 5. Proposed input selection pseudo code.
B. Evaluation metrics

For evaluating the performance of the proposed input selection strategy, we used the network throughput and average packet latency metrics [26]. The network throughput is defined as the maximum number of the delivered packets within a specific period over the network, and it can be defined as follow:

\[ \text{Throughput} = \frac{\text{Total received flits}}{\text{Number of network nodes} \times \text{Total cycles}} \] (6)

Where \( \text{Total received flits} \) shows the total numbers of delivered flits to the destination node and \( \text{Total cycles} \) refers to the number of the passed clock cycles between the first injected message and the last delivered message. The average packet latency can be defined as the average of delivered packets latency and the latency of a packet can be defined as the duration time between a header flit injection time of a packet into the network and the time that a tail flit is delivered at the destination. The average packet latency can be defined as follows:

\[ L = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=0}^{K} L_i \] (7)

Where \( L_i \) is the latency of the message \( i \) and \( K \) is the total number of delivered messages at the destination.

C. Experiment results

This section of the paper shows the improvement of the average packet latency, throughput, and energy consumption of the proposed input selection strategy for each traffic pattern with different packet injection rate.

Fig. 6a shows results of the average delay for transpose traffic pattern. As shown in Fig. 6a, the average delay improvements of DTIS to the RoundRobin and CAIS are 94% and 37%, respectively.

Fig. 6b shows results of the average delay for random traffic pattern. As shown in Fig. 6b, the average delay improvements of DTIS to the RoundRobin and CAIS are 54% and 13%, respectively.

Fig. 6c shows results of the average delay under the hotspot traffic pattern.

As shown in Fig. 6c, the average delay improvements of DTIS to the RoundRobin and CAIS are 84% and 27%, respectively. DTIS performs better than RoundRobin and CAIS for transport, random, and hotspot traffic scenarios. This is because DTIS uses the new congestion aware scheme called DCA and can distribute traffic more evenly over the network.

Table 3 shows the latency improvements results of DTIS for random, transpose, and hotspot traffic scenarios at a packet injection rate of non-saturated traffic. As can be seen, DTIS input selection strategy has an improvement, on the average, ranging from 26.24% to 77.83% compared to the other input selection strategies. Table 4 shows the saturation throughput improvements of DTIS in detail. Simulation results show that DTIS has a higher saturation throughput than other strategies, with an improvement of 12.18%–14.92%.

Figure 6. Average packet latency results for different traffic patterns: (a) Transpose (b) Random (c) Hotspot.
Fig. 7 shows results of the throughput for all traffic scenarios. The simulation results show that improvement on the average delay can improve the network throughput. As observed from the results, the DTIS strategy leads to the lowest average delay for all traffic scenarios, because the proposed input selection strategy has a more accurate knowledge about the network congestion status by using the local and non-local traffic information. So, it can distribute traffic more efficiently than other strategies.

The improvement in the network throughput can improve the total energy consumption. We used Noxim [23] simulator to evaluate the energy consumption of the DTIS input selection strategy. Noxim is an architecture-level simulation tool based on SystemC, a system description language based on C++. Noxim can evaluate the energy consumption of the major operations of a router including input selection, routing, and forwarding the flits. In Noxim, the energy of a given element \( e \) at each cycle \( c \) is defined as:

\[
E(e, c) = \alpha(e, c) \times P_{avg}(e) \times T_{CK}
\]  

(8)

Where \( \alpha(e, c) \) is the activity function and if \( e \) not active in cycle \( c \) is 0, otherwise is 1. \( P_{avg}(e) \) is the average dynamic power and in Noxim it has been estimated for each component.

We implemented DTIS input selection strategy in VHDL and synthesized using the Synopsys Design Compiler and added the average power of DTIS to the Noxim. In evaluating the energy consumption, the overhead of DTIS logic and wiring is taken into account because Noxim is a signal level simulator and in it each wire is defined as a signal.

According to Fig. 8, if DTIS input selection strategy is used, the total energy consumption of the network will decrease for all traffic patterns. For example, DTIS has a lower energy consumption with an average improvement of 6% for transpose traffic pattern than other strategies before saturation point. This improvement in energy consumption is the results of avoiding from congested routes and accurate traffic information that is provided by DCA.

For evaluating the DTIS input selection strategy under a real traffic scenario, we used an MPEG4 communication system traffic pattern [24].

Fig. 9a shows the MPEG4 block diagram with communication bandwidth in MBps that is mapped onto 3x4 mesh topology (Fig. 9b). As it can be seen in Fig. 9c, the DTIS input selection strategy again outperforms the other strategies in a real traffic scenario and the average delay improvements of DTIS to the RoundRobin and CAIS are 42% and 12%, respectively.
Figure 8. Total network energy consumption results for different traffic patterns: (a) Transpose (b) Random (c) Hotspot.

Figure 9. MPEG4 decoder block diagram, with communication BW annotated (in MB/s) and its mapping onto mesh topology [24], and experiment results:

(a) MPEG4 decoder block diagram,
(b) Mapping onto mesh topology,
(c) Average packet latency for MPEG4 traffic pattern
TABLE III. LATENCY AND DTIS IMPROVEMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic patterns</th>
<th>Packet injection rate (packet/cycle/node)</th>
<th>Average latency (cycles)</th>
<th>Latency reduction by DTIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RoundRobin</td>
<td>CAIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>212.196</td>
<td>111.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>850.072</td>
<td>75.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotspot</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>752.560</td>
<td>163.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. SATURATION THROUGHPUT AND DTIS IMPROVEMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic patterns</th>
<th>Saturation throughput (packet/ns/node)</th>
<th>DTIS improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoundRobin</td>
<td>CAIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>0.2563</td>
<td>0.2489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotspot</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>0.0431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. AREA OVERHEAD

The implementation of a router in the NoC systems as compared to the IP cores, because of resource constraints, should not consume a large area. In this paper, to evaluate the area overhead of the DTIS input selection strategy, we designed three routers based on the DTIS, CAIS, and RoundRobin input selection strategies in VHDL. Then we used the Synopsys Design Compiler and a SAED 90 nm EDK technology to synthesize them to provide the area breakdown of the different elements of the router overhead (µm$^2$). We used 64-bit flits and 4-entries FIFO buffers in all implementations. As can be observed from the Fig. 10, the major contribution of silicon area is due to the FIFO buffers. As it can be seen in Fig. 10, the RoundRobin router needs the lowest area as compared to the CAIS and DTIS input selection strategies. Also, the DTIS has a little more area overhead because of needing additional logic circuits. The area overhead of DTIS is a linear function of port numbers and due to its good performance is negligible.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a new input selection strategy called DTIS was proposed that it uses different parameters as input selection metrics to improve the performance of the NoC. The proposed input selection strategy can detect the network congestion more accurately because it uses both offline and online congestion information based on the traffic pattern, and the congestion on the path to the destination. The simulation results depicted an improvement in the average delay, network throughput, and energy consumption for both real and synthetic traffic scenarios. Also, the proposed input selection strategy can be applied to each network size because it is general in nature.
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